July 10
Hillbilly Gypsies
Old time Bluegrass & Original Mountain

July 17
Snaps for Sinners
Steamy ROCKabilly-Swing served Hot & Saucy

July 31
Ryanhood
Folk laced pop

August 14
BlackCat Zydeco featuring Dwight Carrier
Louisiana Zydeco, Cajun & Blues

August 21
Jim Donovan & the Sun King Warriors
Americana Groove Rock

SPECIAL! September 4
The Flashbacks

Their lightning fast award-winning picking skills and musical arrangements mixed with natural comedic wit and high lonesome mountain vocal harmonies are sure to catch your ear right away. Combine that with a knack for original songwriting and a strong passion for old time and traditional music and this makes for an all-around authentic and exciting musical experience that you won’t soon forget.

Snaps for Sinners is a sassy swing ensemble hellbent on making people dance and have a good time, while also delivering a powerful progressive message that inspires empathy and altruism. With influences ranging from traditional Jazz to Folk-Punk to Country, Snaps for Sinners is dedicated to creating an all-inclusive experience through the blending of multicultural arts.

Weaving a tapestry of lush strings and rich harmonies, Ryanhood is driven by strong acoustic guitar performances and is at turns energetic, hopeful, and quietly moving. Their trademark acoustic folk-pop sound will remind some listeners of the work of Dan Fogelberg and Simon & Garfunkel.

Dwight Carrier popularly known as, “The Black Cat” has become one of the most exciting Zydeco Accordionist of this era. He is deeply rooted in the “Carrier” family tradition, where music has always been a passion and implemented into much of their families’ pasttime. He embraces both his family tradition as well as his Cajun Creole Culture. Dwight has always had a unique style that infuses his zydeco, blues, country, and R&B influences.

Jim Donovan and The Sun King Warriors are best described as a blend of rhythm heavy roots rock, with a strong dose of big barreling drums. Think bluesy Zeppelin-esque bombast, Santana style percussion with wild Avett Brothers energy. At a Sun King show, you can expect to dance, sweat and have the time of your life.

This program is presented with financial assistance from the WV Department of Arts, Culture and History, and the National Endowment for the Arts, with approval from the WV Commission on the Arts, & local hotel/motel taxes.